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Specialism is widespread in nature, generating and maintaining diversity, but recent work has demonstrated that generalists can be equally fit as specialists in some shared environments. This no-cost generalism challenges the maxim that ‘the jack of all trades is the master of none’, and requires evolutionary genetic mechanisms explaining the existence of specialism and no-cost generalism, and the persistence of specialism in the face of selection for generalism. Examining three well-described mechanisms with respect to epistasis and pleiotropy indicates that sign (or antagonistic) pleiotropy without epistasis cannot explain no-cost generalism and that magnitude pleiotropy without epistasis (including directional selection and mutation accumulation) cannot explain the persistence of specialism. However, pleiotropy with epistasis can explain all. Furthermore, epistatic pleiotropy may allow past habitat use to influence future use of novel environments, thereby affecting disease emergence and populations’ responses to habitat change.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The existence of specialists—organisms that are more fit in some environments than in others (box 1)—influences taxonomic diversity [3], geographical variability [4] and complex community dynamics [5]. Developing a better understanding of why specialists evolve and persist will therefore result in a better understanding of what gives rise to the tremendous variability that exists in nature.

One major factor influencing whether specialism or generalism evolves is the diversity of environments that compose a population’s habitat. Only two types of habitats are required for the evolution of both specialist and generalist populations. Habitats with one constant environment usually give rise to specialists [6–9], though this type of habitat can also give rise to generalists [10]. Temporally variable habitats in which the environment switches or the population migrates between two or more environments usually give rise to generalists. This review describes evolutionary genetic mechanisms that can explain the observed associations between specialism versus generalism and living in these two types of habitats.

MacArthur summarized an influential hypothesis for a mechanism explaining specialization in the phrase ‘the jack of all trades is the master of none’ [6]. The core of this idea is that generalists bear some cost in each environment they can use, such that a specialist on a given environment will always be able to outcompete a generalist sharing that environment (box 1). As a consequence, under equilibrium conditions, there would be no single genotype that has highest fitness in all environments [11–15], and habitat-use evolution would involve evolution of an unavoidable trade-off, in which increased fitness in one environment requires a loss in fitness in another [16]. However, there is accumulating evidence from experimental evolution studies that such a trade-off can in fact be avoidable. In these studies, generalist populations bearing no cost of generalism founded from the same common ancestor and evolving for the same number of generations as specialist populations achieve fitness equal to or higher than the specialists in their shared environment [11,17–21]. Taken together, this work shows that in some circumstances, the jack of all trades can be the master of all. If universal trade-offs do not exist, what are the possible evolutionary genetic mechanisms that can explain the existence of specialists?

The possible mechanisms explaining specialization described here differ in the type of pleiotropy for fitness in different environments involved, and the presence or absence of epistasis. Pleiotropy and epistasis have strong parallels because in both, the effect of an allele depends on its context: the context of the environment in pleiotropy and the context of the genetic background in epistasis. Weinreich et al. [2] have defined two types of epistasis (magnitude and sign) that have a clear parallel with respect to types of pleiotropy. For consistency, I will use this categorization for pleiotropy (box 1). In particular, I favour the term sign pleiotropy over antagonistic pleiotropy, which is traditionally used to describe this phenomenon, or negative pleiotropy, which has also been used in this context [22]. This will avoid potential confusion arising from the fact that antagonistic epistasis and negative epistasis refer to phenomena that are distinct from sign epistasis.

Evolutionary genetic mechanisms that can cause specialism must be able to explain three phenomena:
Box 1. Terminology.

Specialists and generalists. All definitions of specialism involve differences in the degree to which the environments used by some organisms are restricted relative to other organisms [1]. Herein, a specialist is defined as any genotype with asymmetric absolute fitness across environments and a generalist is defined as a genotype with equal absolute fitness across environments. Thus, specialists have narrow niche-breadths, and generalists have broader ones. In figure 1, phenotypes 1, 2 and 4 are specialists on blue; 6, 8 and 9 are specialists on red; and 3, 5 and 7 are generalists. For ease of discussion of the simple two-locus, two-allele, two-environment examples presented here, this definition is absolute, but could be expanded to include differences in degrees of specialism versus generalism by the inclusion of more continuous variation in fitness across environments.

Cost of generalism. Costs associated with the range of habitats an organism can use have been defined in a number of ways. Herein, I focus on a definition of cost of generalism consistent with the phrase ‘the jack of all trades is the master of none’. The cost experienced by a jack of all trades is a consequence of a trade-off between equalizing performance across tasks and becoming a ‘master’ at any one. Thus, whether or not a generalist experiences a cost of generalism is defined relative to the specialist(s) with which it could share an environment. If the specialist has higher fitness than the generalist in the specialist’s more permissive environment, then the generalist suffers a cost of generalism in that environment. In figure 1, generalist 3 is a no-cost generalist relative to all specialists; generalist 5 bears a cost relative to 1 and 2 in the blue environment, and relative to 6 and 9 in the red environment, but is a no-cost generalist relative to specialists 4 and 8. Generalist 7 bears a cost relative to all specialists among the 9 phenotypes shown, in both environments. Note that this cost is not dependent on the actual contribution of the environment to the habitat of the generalist or specialist.

Types of pleiotropy. Analogously to the distinction between no epistasis, magnitude epistasis and sign epistasis [2], the dependence of the effect of an allele on the physical environment can be classified as non-pleiotropy, magnitude pleiotropy or sign pleiotropy (traditionally called antagonistic pleiotropy). When there is no pleiotropy at a locus, a change in allele at that locus affects fitness equally across environments. In figure 1, such an allele change would move the phenotype diagonally from lower left to upper right (e.g. 4 versus 2, 7 versus 5). Magnitude pleiotropy occurs when a change in an allele at a locus increases or decreases fitness to different extents depending on the environment (e.g. 7 versus 2 in figure 1). Sign pleiotropy results in the sign of an allele's effect on fitness depending on the environment (e.g. 8 versus 4, 9 versus 5 in figure 1). Here I classify conditionally beneficial or conditionally deleterious alleles that are completely neutral in the other environment (e.g. 7 versus 4 or 7 versus 8 in figure 1) as cases of magnitude pleiotropy, to emphasize that the distinction between magnitude and sign involves the reversal of sign, resulting in a change in which allele is favoured by selection depending on the environment.

(i) the evolution of specialists in some habitats, such as one-environment habitats; (ii) the evolution of generalists that bear no cost of generalism in other habitats, such as temporally variable habitats; and (iii) evolutionary constraint prohibiting escape from specialism to no-cost generalism when habitat change favours the latter. §2 describes why in the absence of epistasis, sign pleiotropy for use of different environments can give rise to both specialists and no-cost generalists, and can also cause a specialist population to be unable to escape to no-cost generalism.

This review focuses on examples of specialism versus generalism from viruses, with an emphasis on what has been learned from studies employing experimental evolution approaches, though the general principles will apply across taxa and contexts. Viruses, especially RNA viruses, are less probable than other taxa to be mutation-limited. Because viruses are fast-evolving and have small genomes, we can identify all genetic changes causing changes in host breadth in an experimental evolution, and thereby shed light on the relationship between ecological conditions and genetic architecture of adaptation [23, 24]. In addition, from a practical
perspective, identifying factors that contribute to specialism in pathogens could be useful for predicting disease emergence [24,25].

2. NON-EPISTASTIC SIGN PLEIOTROPY

(a) Non-epistatic sign pleiotropy causes obligatory cost of generalism

Alleles involved in sign pleiotropy affect two traits in opposite ways: in the context of evolution of habitat use, they increase fitness in one environment but decrease it in another. Changes at loci displaying sign pleiotropy in their effects on fitness in different environments can drive the evolution of specialization because generalists bear a fitness cost relative to related specialists [8,11,26–29]. For example, in figure 2a, the generalist genotype $a$ suffers a cost in the red environment relative to genotype $A$, but outperforms the specialist in the blue environment—the jack of all trades is the master of none. As a result, in a habitat made up of only the red environment, the specialist $A$ is favoured.

Sign pleiotropy for performance across multiple environments can occur either in the absence or presence of epistasis, but only sign pleiotropy without epistasis always results in an obligatory cost to generalism. For a cost to be obligatory, all potential evolutionary paths that a generalist might take must lead to lower fitness than the specialist in the specialist’s permissive environment. In addition, the cost of generalism must persist even when the population reaches an evolutionary equilibrium and all possible beneficial mutations with respect to that population’s habitat are at a high frequency. In the presence of epistasis for differential fitness across environments (epistatic sign pleiotropy; figure 2d; §3c), a change at a second locus can alleviate the sign pleiotropy associated with the focal locus. By contrast, under non-epistatic sign pleiotropy, the presence of the cost of generalism associated with an allele at the focal locus is independent of genetic changes at other loci, and is therefore unavoidable and inescapable (figure 2a). Thus, non-epistatic sign pleiotropy can explain the evolution of specialization, but not the evolution of no-cost generalism.

Although a number of virus studies have identified alleles whose effects display sign pleiotropy with respect to performance in different hosts [14,30,31], most of these involve alleles that have not been tested in multiple genetic backgrounds [32]. The few studies that have addressed the degree to which pleiotropic alleles are also epistatic have shown that dependence on genetic background is common [32–34]. Thus, it is possible that even in the cases where sign pleiotropy involving host use has been demonstrated, this pleiotropy may be epistatic, and therefore may not actually generate an obligatory cost to generalism.

Despite its theoretical importance in explaining specialization, non-epistatic sign pleiotropy as a driver of habitat-use evolution is poorly supported. There are growing numbers of examples in which trade-offs do not evolve, and no cost to generalism exists [16–21]. It has been argued that populations far from equilibrium will fail to display a cost of generalism until variation at all non-pleiotropic and magnitude-pleiotropic loci has fixed [35], and that this could explain the absence of phenotypic costs of generalism in natural populations.

Figure 2. Genotype–phenotype maps. Fitness in two environments is depicted on the vertical axis (in red and blue) for (a) one-locus or (b–c) two-locus, two-allele genotype sequence spaces. (a) Under sign pleiotropy involving only one locus, cost-bearing generalist $a$ is favoured in the blue environment or when exposure to the red and blue environments alternates, and $A$ is favoured in the red environment. Two types of non-epistatic magnitude pleiotropy are shown. (b) Under directional selection, the $B$ allele is favoured in the blue environment or alternating environments, the $A$ allele is favoured under conditions of the red or alternating environments. (c) Under mutation accumulation, the $A$ allele is favoured in both environments and in alternating environments, and in the red environment, the conditionally deleterious allele $B$ can become fixed owing to drift or hitchhiking. (d) Epistatic pleiotropy with reciprocal sign epistasis. Here, the transition from specialization ($aB$) to no-cost generalism ($AB$) requires a transient loss of fitness in the red environment and is therefore disfavoured in the red or alternating environments. (e) Epistatic pleiotropy facilitating escape from specialization ($ab$) to no-cost generalism ($AB$), via compensatory mutation for a deleterious mutation ($aB$), or via acquisition of cryptic variation ($Ab$).
However, this sort of non-equilibrium cannot explain the lack of trade-off demonstrated in the examples cited earlier, because all of them involve closely related populations that differ from one another at only a handful of loci.

(b) Evolutionary consequences of non-epistatic sign pleiotropy for escape from specialization

Non-epistatic sign pleiotropy can allow the long-term success of specialists because it does not allow escape from specialization to no-cost generalism. Specialists experience selection for greater generalism when the proportion of their habitat composed of their permissive environment changes such that their geometric mean fitness across environments is lower than that of a potential generalist. Alternation of environments, for example, due to changes in availability of environments or migration among them, can cause such selection. Under non-epistatic sign pleiotropy, the specialist may improve fitness in another environment by fixing an alternate allele at the locus in question, but only at the cost of loss of fitness in its original most permissive environment. This situation is represented in figure 2a by a transition from specialist A to generalist a.

In fast-evolving organisms such as viruses, changes in the host environment may result in rapid switching between alleles showing non-epistatic sign pleiotropy. There is strong evidence for host shifts involving single pleiotropic loci in viruses, but not for allele switching at loci involved in non-epistatic sign pleiotropy. For example, the host shift of a parvovirus from cats to dogs [36], and the expansion of chickungunya virus into a previously unused vector, Aedes albopictus [37], were each achieved through a change at a single locus, but in both cases the ancestral allele bears a cost in the new host, while the new allele is beneficial in the new host/vector and bears no cost in the original host/vector, and is therefore a no-cost generalist. A similar asymmetry in effects of alleles at a single locus was found in phage populations evolving in changing environments [13].

3. NON-EPISTATIC MAGNITUDE PLEIOTROPY

Two well-described evolutionary genetic mechanisms arise through magnitude pleiotropy for use of different environments without epistasis: directional selection and mutation accumulation. These can both produce specialists but can also result in the evolution of cost-free generalism (figure 2b,c).

(a) Evolution of specialism and no-cost generalism under directional selection

Under directional selection, sequential selective sweeps move a population towards an optimal phenotype. Alleles at some loci are conditionally beneficial (i.e. there is magnitude pleiotropy), but there is no sign pleiotropy and no epistasis for use of different environments. Under directional selection, habitat-use adaptation is considered a multi-locus trait and the number of possible beneficial mutations a population has acquired determines fitness in a given environment [38–40]. However, a simplified scenario in which two conditionally beneficial mutations each contribute to fitness in different environments is sufficient to generate specialists (figure 2b, genotypes Ab and aB), generalists bearing cost (ab) and no-cost generalists (AB).

Considering for clarity a multi-locus scenario with two environments, under directional selection specialism arises because once a more specialized sub-population arises for any reason, it will increase in fitness in its one environment more rapidly than would a generalist subpopulation that must be able to use both environments equally well. This is because a greater proportion of the specialist’s adaptive response is to its more permissive environment, while the environment-specific beneficial alleles being fixed by the generalists are distributed across multiple environments [38,40]. Such specialism can arise either owing to limited access to different environments, or to habitat choice, and this difference in exposure to environments need only be transitory [41]. Because selection on alleles improving fitness on the permissive environment will on average be stronger, they will fix first, conferring higher fitness in one environment than in the other. This starts the adaptive walk towards specialization.

Temporal environmental variability can cause directional selection for increased performance in multiple environments to result in the evolution of generalists. However, if we consider the rate of fitness increase in populations evolving in parallel from the same common ancestor, but experiencing different habitats, we find that generalists and specialists increase in fitness in their shared environment at different rates. Under directional selection, generalist populations accumulate mutations that are beneficial in the permissive environment of a specialist more slowly than does the specialist because selection in the shared environment is diluted by the time spent in other environments (figure 3a,c). As a result, generalists may display a transitory cost of generalism relative to specialists because they have fixed a smaller proportion of the possible beneficial mutations in each of their many environments than the specialist has in its one environment. It has therefore been suggested that the failure to observe differences in rates of fitness gains in generalist and specialist virus populations sharing a common ancestor indicates that directional selection is not the primary force driving evolution of virus host range [21]. However, over time a specialist will reach equilibrium when all possible beneficial mutations in its environment are fixed, and the specialist will continue to improve across all environments. Habitat-use evolution by directional selection will therefore generate cost-free generalists as adaptation to the broad set of environments progresses towards the maximum number of beneficial alleles for all environments (e.g. figure 2b, AB genotype; figure 3a).

(b) Evolution of specialism and no-cost generalism under mutation accumulation

The process of specialization through mutation accumulation involves magnitude pleiotropy through conditionally deleterious mutations and no epistasis for loci affecting adaptation to different environments. It occurs when populations experiencing only one or a few environments fix mutations that are deleterious in environments to which the population has not been exposed, either through genetic drift or through hitchhiking. Unlike under directional selection, under mutation accumulation all adaptive changes at habitat-use loci are universally beneficial [39,40,42]. In figure 2c, which depicts a simplified case of mutation accumulation, the cost-bearing generalist is the genotype ab. Populations that acquire the A allele, for
in unselected environments, as would be necessary to generate phenotypic trade-off via this mechanism. Specialism via mutation accumulation has been documented directly in digital organisms, where specialists suffered fitness declines owing to the acquisition of new alleles that are neutral in the selected environment and deleterious in an unselected environment [44].

(c) Directional selection and mutation accumulation can allow escape to no-cost generalism

While mutation accumulation is often invoked as the alternative to sign pleiotropy in explaining phenotypic costs of generalism across environments [44–48], directional selection and mutation accumulation cause some similar patterns of genetic changes and similar consequences for habitat-use evolution. Because of the absence of a true genetically based cost of environment-specific increases in fitness for the specialist, under both these mechanisms specialists selected for expansion of the range of environments used can improve in a new environment while maintaining high fitness in the original. Directional selection specialists can acquire additional conditionally beneficial mutations that increase their fitness in a new environment, and mutation accumulation specialists can achieve higher generalism simply by purging conditionally deleterious alleles.

Nevertheless, transient specialization arising by these mechanisms can become permanent. If alleles that confer preferential use of one environment arise in a population with variation at loci affecting performance in that environment, the development of genetic linkage between these two types of loci will be favoured [39,40]. Such linkage would decrease a population’s ability to respond evolutionary to opportunities for access to new environments. As a result, both directional selection and mutation accumulation can be important contributors to long-term specialization.

(d) Comparing evolution under directional selection and mutation accumulation

Two similarities between habitat-use evolution under directional selection and mutation accumulation become apparent when considering the evolution of populations founded from a common ancestor evolving in parallel, but differing in habitat. First, under both directional selection and mutation accumulation, parallel populations of specialists evolving in one environment and generalists evolving in temporally variable environments can fix parallel underlying beneficial habitat-use alleles (figure 3c, blue alleles; figure 3d, purple alleles). This occurs because under both directional selection and mutation accumulation, the mutations that confer increased fitness in one environment are not selected against in the other environment because these mutations involve magnitude pleiotropy, rather than sign pleiotropy. Second, if one of these specialist populations experiences a change in its habitat resulting in selection for use of the second environment, it can increase in fitness in the second environment while retaining adaptive alleles acquired in its specialist phase. This ability to retain high fitness in an environment to which a specialist was previously well adapted while expanding into another is the reason that non-epistatic magnitude pleiotropy does not constrain escape from specialization to no-cost generalism.

Figure 3. Evolution from a common ancestor. (a,b) Trajectories of fitness in the blue environment for specialist populations evolving in the blue environment (blue lines) and generalist populations evolving in alternating environments (purple lines) under (a) directional selection and (b) mutation accumulation. (c,d) Genomes of replicate independently evolving specialists (blue lines) and generalists (purple lines) at time t as indicated in (a,b), under (c) directional selection and (d) mutation accumulation. Mutations conferring benefit in blue, red or both environments depicted with blue, red and purple vertical lines, respectively. Conditionally deleterious alleles reducing fitness in red depicted with red crosses. Vertical lines occurring in the same location in the genomes indicate parallel substitutions in independently evolving populations.
Directional selection and mutation accumulation differ in pattern of genetic changes expected to arise in specialist populations escaping towards greater generalism (for example, due to exposure to a new or additional environment), when compared with specialist populations evolving from a common ancestor but remaining in a one-environment habitat. Under directional selection, populations shifting from specialist to greater generalism will acquire new parallel alleles conferring a benefit in the new environments (figure 2b, genotypes Ab or aB to genotype AB). These alleles will not be shared with specialists remaining in a one-environment habitat (figure 3c). By contrast, under mutation accumulation, specialist populations escaping towards generalism will revert at the sites of deleterious mutations (figure 2c, genotype AB to genotype aB), rather than gain new parallel adaptive alleles (figure 3d). This difference in the nature of the genetic changes required to achieve greater generalism is the reason that these two processes differ in the relative rate of fitness increase in the shared environment of parallel evolving specialist and generalist populations (figure 3a,b).

4. EPISOMATIC PLEIOTROPY
(a) Evolution of specialism and no-cost generalism under episomatic pleiotropy

Episomatic pleiotropy occurs when genetic backgrounds differ in how the effect of an allele depends on the environment. Under episomatic pleiotropy, populations may achieve either specialization or no-cost generalism, depending on the habitat in which they evolve. Importantly, no-cost generalism can evolve despite the existence of true genetic trade-offs in genotype space.

In a simple example (figure 2d), imagine an evolving population beginning at the cost-bearing generalist genotype ab. If allele B arises under selection in the red environment, aB would be favoured, resulting in specialization. By contrast, if A arises in the ab background, Ab is favoured regardless of which environment the population experiences (red, blue or both). This Ab genotype experiences no cost of the new allele in either environment—it is a cost-free generalist. In this example, specialization will evolve under selection in the red environment, provided mutation b to B arises before a to A does.

In this example of episomatic pleiotropy, cost-free generalists can arise in three ways, depending on the environments to which populations are exposed, and on the order in which mutations arise [10]. First, in populations beginning at genotype ab in a temporally variable habitat, purifying selection will purge mutations to aB, maintaining ab in the population until the cost-free generalist Ab arises and can become fixed. Second, cost-free generalists can evolve by chance in ab populations experiencing only the red environment, but in which A is the first beneficial mutation to sweep through the population. Finally, ab populations experiencing the blue environment will become cost-free generalists through an indirect response to selection, because adaptation to this environment (via fixation of genotype Ab) comes with a pleiotropic benefit on the unselected red environment.

This simple example shows two important points about episomatic pleiotropy. First, unlike either sign or magnitude pleiotropy in the absence of epistasis, it allows for the evolution of either specialists or no-cost generalists depending on the population’s habitat. Second, when the epistasis is in the form of reciprocal sign epistasis, the ruggedness of the fitness landscape inhibits a population’s ability to escape from specialization to no-cost generalism [49,50]. In figure 2d, reciprocal sign epistasis occurs in the red environment, in which the specialist ab and no-cost generalist Ab each occupy a fitness peak. The specialist cannot evolve towards no-cost generalism without entering a fitness valley. This ‘brake’ slowing the evolution of generalism is in contrast to non-episomatic magnitude pleiotropy, where a single mutation can carry a specialist to higher fitness in its previously less permissive environment, resulting in no-cost generalism (Ab or aB to AB in figure 2b; AB to aB in figure 2c).

In §3, the difference in the pattern of expected fitness increases under directional selection and mutation accumulation were described (figure 3). This difference suggests that support for one or the other of these mechanisms of specialization might be obtained by comparing fitness trajectories of experimentally evolved specialists from one environment and generalists from temporally fluctuating environments [11,17–21]. However, episomatic pleiotropy can result in fitness trajectories that could be confused either with those generated by directional selection or by mutation accumulation, depending on conditions.

Like directional selection, episomatic pleiotropy can cause generalist populations evolving in a temporally variable habitat to have slower rates of fitness increase than specialist populations founded from a common ancestor and evolving in a single environment (figure 3a). Under episomatic pleiotropy, these dissimilar fitness trajectories arise when pleiotropic mutations cause greater fitness gains than non-pleiotropic mutations, or when a majority of the available beneficial mutations are pleiotropic. Specialism arises because of the benefit conferred by these pleiotropic mutations, and generalism because a fluctuating environment purges all but the non-pleiotropic mutations. Like mutation accumulation, episomatic pleiotropy can also cause evolving generalists and specialists to have the same rates of fitness increase (figure 3b). When this pattern occurs under episomatic pleiotropy, mutations that are beneficial in the focal environment do not differ in the magnitude of the benefit conferred depending on whether they are non-pleiotropic, magnitude pleiotropic or sign pleiotropic, and specialization results from random factors such as the order and timing of mutations.

There are a number of lines of empirical evidence for the potential importance of episomatic pleiotropy in the evolution of habitat-use diversity. Work in bacterial systems has shown that epistasis among loci involved in adaptive evolution can be extremely common [51–53], and analogous studies in multiple environments are needed. When episomatic loci that also have pleiotropic effects are explicitly sought, they are found to be common [32–34]. Evidence for the importance of episomatic pleiotropy also comes from studies demonstrating the role of compensatory mutations in correcting environment-dependent costs [13,54–56]. The ability of cryptic variation to facilitate adaptation after an environmental change also demonstrates evolution involving episomatic pleiotropy [57]. Furthermore, episomatic pleiotropy causing environment-specific fitness variability has been shown to arise in evolving populations [13,32,33,58].
(b) Epistatic pleiotropy can inhibit escape from specialism to no-cost generalism

When selection for use of the original environment persists, specialist populations that arise through epistatic pleiotropy can be less able to escape specialism and achieve no-cost generalism than specialists arising through directional selection or mutation accumulation. In the simple example in figure 2d, a population that has specialized (genotype $aB$) is now one additional mutational step away from higher fitness in the blue environment than is the ancestor, $ab$. In a more complex fitness landscape involving pleiotropy with reciprocal sign epistasis at more loci, evolution in a single environment could result in an adaptive walk towards an environment-specific fitness peak involving a number of loci. Upon exposure to a broader range of environments, such a population could find itself many mutational steps through an adaptive valley away from achieving a generalist phenotype. By contrast, for specialists arising through directional selection and mutation accumulation, the need to maintain high fitness on the original environment does not create a ‘brake’ on improvement in the new environment (e.g. figure 2b, $Ab$ or $aB$ to $AB$, and figure 2c, $AB$ to $aB$). Still, specialist populations constrained through epistatic pleiotropy differ from those evolved under non-epistatic sign pleiotropy, because of the existence of the possibility of escape to no-cost generalism via fixation of multiple mutations.

Notably, epistatic pleiotropy for use of different environments does not always slow escape from specialism, because it does not always result in a fitness valley between the specialist and the no-cost generalist. In fact, epistasis and epistatic pleiotropy have been shown to sometimes speed adaptation, including adaptation towards use of more environments. Escape from specialism to no-cost generalism can be facilitated by epistatic pleiotropy during recovery from mutation accumulation caused by genetic drift, where compensatory mutations are more common than reversions [59] (figure 2c, blue specialist $ab$ to generalist $AB$ via $aB$), or when cryptic variation speeds adaptation after an environmental change [57] (figure 2c, blue specialist $ab$ to generalist $AB$ via $Ab$).

(c) Epistatic pleiotropy may facilitate response to new environments

Epistatic pleiotropy may be able to help generalist populations arising in variable environments to use novel environments, and even to respond to new environments evolutionarily. The first of these phenomena, an increased ability to use novel environments, arises when a generalist population evolves environmental robustness. Any population evolving towards greater generalism will improve and/or equalize fitness in the environments to which it is exposed through fixation of alleles with pleiotropic effects, and therefore experience changes in the correlation among fitnesses in different environments. However, the presence of epistasis affecting pleiotropy allows an additional kind of change: the correlation in performance across multiple environments can itself respond to selection, rather than changing only as a consequence of response to selection for performance in multiple environments. This is analogous to how epistatic pleiotropy allows trait modularity to evolve in response to selection, rather than changing only as a consequence of evolution of the individual component traits [60,61].

Evolution of environmental robustness is supported by the observation that vesicular stomatitis virus populations selected for greater generalism replicate better than do specialist populations on novel hosts never yet experienced by either type of population [10].

It is also possible that greater environmental robustness, such as what could potentially arise in evolving generalist populations under epistatic pleiotropy, could give rise to a greater ability to respond evolutionarily to challenges experienced in a new environment. The evolution of environmental robustness may give rise to greater genetic robustness, as has been shown to be the case in models of RNA folding [61,62]. High but not complete genetic robustness can allow populations to escape from the possibility of discovery of an environmental generalist and develop a broader area of genotype space than can less robust ones in that more single mutations will be neutral, allowing for exploration of the potential for epistatic double and triple mutants [63–65].

There is some support for the hypothesis that greater environmental robustness causes greater genetic robustness, and therefore greater evolvability. Studies in phage have shown that evolution of greater thermostolerance resulted in greater genetic robustness [66], and vice versa [67]. It has, however, been noted in these cases that the correlation may be due to a direct effect of thermostolerance on genetic robustness rather than an indirect effect of selection for environmental robustness [65]. Also, models of gene regulatory networks showed a correlation between environmental variability and evolvability, where alternating environments caused evolution towards an area in the fitness landscape where most mutations were neutral and the population had access to a small set of beneficial mutations [68].

5. CONCLUSION

The traditional notion that ‘the jack of all trades is the master of none’ implies unavoidable fitness trade-offs from changing environments consistent with sign pleiotropy without epistasis. But accumulating examples of no-cost generalism call for new explanations. Directional selection and mutation accumulation, which arise from magnitude pleiotropy without epistasis, can account for no-cost generalism. However, because they allow expansion into new environments without disruption of the alleles conferring high fitness in the old, neither mechanism explains the persistence of specialism. Pleiotropy with epistasis, however, can create rugged fitness landscapes, which can lead to either specialists or no-cost generalists, and also impede escape from specialism to no-cost generalism. To clarify the prevalence of these mechanisms, new studies should explicitly address the degree to which pleiotropic alleles are also epistatic. Past habitat use may also affect both a population’s ability to immediately use and to adapt to novel environments. This phenomenon is of particular potential importance, because it could elucidate disease emergence and, more generally, population responses to habitat change.
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